Introducing

THE WITCH

BARTER
If you’re charging someone wealthy for your services, 1-barter (plus expenses) is the
going rate for one month’s employment as a special advisor or operative. You might
also charge 1-barter for a single use of your current ritual if it’s not costly to you to
perform.
1-barter will cover a month’s living expenses, if your tastes aren’t too grand.
As a one-time expenditure, and very subject to availability, 1-barter might count for: a
night in high luxury & company; any weapon, gear or fashion not valuable or hi-tech;
the material costs of resuscitation by an angel; repair of a piece of hi-tech gear by a
savvyhead; a year’s tribute to a warlord; a month’s maintenance and repairs for a hiperformance vehicle well-used; bribes, fees and gifts sufficient to get you into almost
anyone’s presence.

In Apocalypse World there are folk who can do things -- things that others can't,
maybe even things that no one could do back in the Before. Isn't that special? Since
the dawn of time, there've been those that could do stuff the rest couldn't. The old
woman who knew things she shouldn't. The man who could be in two places at
once. This psychic miasma isn’t new; it’s just louder now.
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For better stuff, you should expect to make particular arrangements. You can’t just
wander around the commons of some hardhold with oddments ajangle and expect to
find hi-tech or luxe eternal.

GEAR & BARTER

MYSTIC FOCUS
Your mystic focus is the center of your arcane power. As your source of power, it is a
crucial element in your rituals. Maybe it's your totem bag, a spot where two ley lines
cross or whatever. Detail your focus, note its tags and determine its power limit:
By default, a mystic focus has a power limit of 2.
Choose a size: ○ small +portable, power limit-1; ○ large and heavy +awkward, power
limit+1; ○ location +stationary, power limit+3
Choose 0-3 of the following, each includes power limit+1: +conspicuous,
+independent, +vulnerable, +well-known, need:to-be-heated, need:to-be-worn,
need:frequent-attention, need:blood, (other tags or needs that your MC approves are
fine, too)
Your focus starts the first session half-full (round up).

MYSTIC FOCUS

POWER

Examples:
Java’s focus is this huge book of maps – like three feet tall by two feet wide and
maybe two inches thick. You know books from the old days with their cloth and
cardboard covers? This one has two metal plates wrapped in leather or skin or some
shit instead. And Java draws pictures and words in human blood over the old-time
maps of places that probably never were. +awkward, need:blood, power limit=4,
starting power=2.
Marten carries the jawbone of an ass. It’s small enough to fit in a cargo pocket of his
pants. But everyone knows it’s his source of power – the damned thing hums.
+portable, +conspicuous, +well-known, power limit=3, starting power=2.

THE

WITCH

CREATING A WITCH
To create your witch, choose name, look, stats, moves, mystic focus and Hx.

NAME

Stephen, Wendy, Matilda, Sam, Merl,
Amethyst, Barnabas, Java, Casper, Glinda,
Mother, Marten
Meg, Winter, Griselda, Morgan, Willow,
Hazel, Mab, Serena, Harry, Oscar, Fate,
Bubble, Alberich

STATS

Choose one set:
• Cool=0 Hard+2 Hot-1 Sharp-1 Weird+2
• Cool-1 Hard-1 Hot+2 Sharp=0 Weird+2
• Cool-1 Hard=0 Hot-1 Sharp+2 Weird+2
• Cool+1 Hard=0 Hot=0 Sharp=0 Weird+2

MOVES

You get all the basic moves. You also get all
three witch moves.

HX

Everyone introduces their characters by name,
look and outlook. Take your turn.
List the other characters' names.
Go around again for Hx. On your turn:
• Choose one of them that you fucked once.
Tell that player Hx+3
• One of them sees you in their dreams. Tell
that player Hx+2
• Tell everyone else Hx-1. You're not the
center of attention just now.
On the others' turns:
Take whatever they tell you and modify it:
• If you think of their character sexually, add
+1 to whatever they tell you.
• If you think of their character as prey, add
+1 to whatever they tell you, otherwise -1
• These effects are cumulative.
At the end, find the character with the highest
Hx on your sheet. Ask that player which of
your stats is most interesting, and highlight it.
The MC will highlight a second stat too.

LOOK

NAME -

WITCH MOVES
◙ Gathering Power: At the beginning of each session or whenever substantial downtime is skipped over, if you've been attending to the needs of your mystic focus, roll+weird
to add power up to its limit: On a 10+, add 3. On a 7-9, add 1.

LOOK

Man, woman, transgressing.
Mystic wear, common wear,
scrounge wear, showy wear, casual
wear.

◙ The
STATS

do something

Cunning face, strange face, aged
face, sweet face, bony face.
Tortured eyes, bright eyes, milky
eyes, friendly eyes, cold eyes.
Willowy body, soft body, hot body,
tubby body, child's body.

under fire

IMPROVEMENT
Whenever you roll a highlighted
stat, and whenever you reset your
Hx with someone, mark an
experience circle. When you mark
the 5th, improve and erase. Each
time you improve, choose one of
the options. Check it off; you can’t
choose it again

HX
help or interfere; session end

○highlight

COOL

go aggro;

seize by force

HARD

○highlight
Seduce or

GEAR
You get:
- fashion suitable to your look
- a ceremonial blade (1-harm hand
valuable)
- oddments worth 2-barter
- a supply of basic components
required by your rituals
- a mystic focus (detail)

MOVES

manipulate

○highlight

HOT

read a sitch;

Read a person

SHARP ○highlight
open your brain

WEIRD
HARM

○highlight

If you and another character have sex, you and
they barter with bits of your souls. Roll+weird;
you swap one of your moves for one of theirs.
On a 10+ you choose both moves. On a 7-9,
you and they each choose which move to give up.
On a 6- your partner chooses both moves. If
your partner is a NPC, the MC can tell you what
his threat/custom moves are; if they have none,
you gain +1 ongoing to one of the basic moves.
The MC will have to figure out how NPCs
change with new moves and what lost basics look
like.

IMPROVEMENT
experience ○○○○◙

Countdown
12
9

WITCH SPECIAL

3
6

○ shattered (-1cool )
○ crippled (-1hard )
○ disfigured (-1hot )
○ broken (-1sharp )

>> improve
__ get +1cool ( max cool+2 )
__ get +1hard ( max hard+2 )
__ get +1hot ( max hot+2 )
__ get +1sharp ( max sharp+2 )
__ get 2 gigs (detail) and moonlighting
__ take your current ritual as a move (detail)
__ take your current ritual as a move (detail)
__ take your current ritual as a move (detail)
__ get a move from another playbook
__ get a move from another playbook

__ get +1 to any stat (max stat+3)
__ retire your character (to safety)
__ create a second character to play
__ choose 3 basic moves and advance them
__ advance the other 4 basic moves

universe kneels: you may perform ad hoc rituals to impose your will on the
universe. Tell the MC what you want. Your MC will tell you "sure, no problem, but it'll
take __ power from your focus and..." and then 1 or more of the following:
- it's going to take hours/days/weeks/months of attention;
- first you're going to have to suffer/sacrifice/acquire/consume/learn/wait for ____;
- you're going to need ____ to help you with it;
- it's going to mean exposing yourself (plus colleagues) to serious danger;
- it'll only last for a while before things revert to normal;
- your change will only affect/exist within this small (defined) area;
- it'll have unintended consequences;
- it won't be quite as good as you're looking for;
- this is the only time you'll be able to do this;
- someone or some-thing will notice the change as you commit it;
Some of those requirements are needed just to develop the ritual and some are needed
again and again each time you wish to perform it -- the MC will tell you which are which.
Once you've gathered and accomplished any prerequisites, your reality-bending ritual is
available to you. The MC might give you a couple of options; maybe a better and worse
version – you have to choose just one of them. You can hold one ritual in your head at a
time, once you ask the MC about how to perform another one, the previous ritual slips
away.

◙ Been

around: you start the game with a move from another playbook – the playbook of
the PC with whom you’ve already had sex, as decided over in the Hx section.

HOLD

OTHER MOVES

